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Increased consumer engagement combined with
a growing availability of affordable, small-scale
distributed energy resources (DERs), along with
legislative changes, present opportunities for
local energy community (LEC) initiatives, in which
consumers can actively participate in optimizing
their energy bills. These initiatives can protect
consumers from high and extremely volatile energy
prices. Moreover, opportunities are emerging for
traditional and nontraditional market players to
enable and facilitate these new community models.
In this Viewpoint, we explore what it will take to move
forward with LECs to realize the value they offer.
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TRENDS IN ENERGY
L ANDSCAPE: NE W MODEL S

The current landscape and the changing needs of

The share of renewable energy sources is

trends. One such model is a partnership model,

increasing globally — albeit at varying paces and

where the supplier goes beyond commodity

configurations across markets. Consumers are a

offerings and becomes a one-stop shop in

driving force behind the increasing demand and

providing energy services and related assets

production of clean, sustainable, and small-scale

(e.g., cross-selling of small-scale and community

DERs, which includes rooftop photovoltaics (PV),

batteries, smart [high load] appliances). This

electric vehicles, and static behind-the-meter

model also supports the emergence of energy

(BTM) batteries, along with smart controllable

communities.

the players within it open the discussion to new,
winning energy models that play on the market

loads like thermostats, electric boilers, and so
on. Consumers today are more engaged and
continually looking for valorization opportunities
for their asset investments to participate more
fully in the energy market, while at the same time
seeking ways to become less dependent on the
energy market.

LECs A R E G A I N I N G
I N C R E A S E D AT T E N T I O N
AS AN ENABLER IN THE
ENERGY TR ANSITION

Simultaneously, the increasing amount of DERs
brings unseen variability and congestion to the
power grid. To temper the need for more grid
investments resulting from this transition, grid
operators are encouraged to look for alternatives.
Along those lines and stimulated by international
events, external factors have had an enormous
and negative impact on local gas supplies, with
gas shortages creating a spike in electricity
market prices. As as result, suppliers are up
against a wave of challenges in honoring their
fixed contracts with customers and have
increased their prices significantly. These high
prices are followed by customer dissatisfaction
and potentially skyrocketing switch rates as
customers look for long-term price stability
and more participative governance.
Such market tension strengthens how devolution
is reshaping the position of (local) governments.
Indeed, the strategic and political role is shifting
to more local authorities, like what we are
observing in Germany, where hundreds of local
municipal utilities, also known as “Stadtwerke,”
operate the grid.
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Energy community will play increasing
role in energy transition
LECs are gaining increased attention as an
enabler in the energy transition, with various
regions adapting legislation to facilitate setting
up such communities.
An energy community is a group of participants
interacting and trading with their local DERs
(including generation, storage, and load) in an
embedded (virtual or physical) ecosystem — as
a subset of the wider power network. DERs have
been around for a while, but new enablers and
technological advancements (e.g., granular digital
metering and the Internet of Things [IoT]) have
opened the opportunity to turn these assets into
new models for energy supply.
The LEC model, in particular, responds well
to consumers’ willingness to be more active
and represents an attractive opportunity for
consumers not necessarily looking to make major
investments and/or who lack the expertise to
navigate the complexities of the energy sector.
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“Energy sharing is a great opportunity to allow all

from a price perspective, energy communities

citizens to contribute to the energy transition and

can act as locally managed hedging solutions,

a decarbonized future by consuming renewable

selecting the distributed generation asset that

and local energy at affordable prices. Also, it

fits best with consumer needs, ideology, and

offers a solution for energy poverty, one of the

risk-adversity profiles. This local investment in

biggest concerns in the Brussels Capital-Region.

energy production can create a supply cheaper

In addition, this innovative concept will foster

than the current market prices, lowering

investments in renewable sources that will be

consumers’ energy bills. Additionally, increased

integrated in a smart and homogeneous way in

self-consumption reduces pressure on the grid.

the electricity distribution network. In the future,

This creates opportunities to reduce the overall

it will also represent a flexibility potential that

grid cost and provide localized lower network fees

could be used for grid needs. Lastly, Sibelga aims

as an incentive for avoided grid reinforcements.

to support all actors involved in energy sharing

Furthermore, LECs can provide consumers a

in Brussels by installing smart meters on the one

way to earn money by offering congestion and

hand and providing neutral and efficient data

flexibility services to the market or by playing

management on the other.”

on market prices by selling excess energy when
prices are high.

Inne Mertens, CEO, Sibelga

To enable and benefit from network services,

Depending on the geographical region, the value

small-scale and community battery storage

these LECs bring to the market differs strongly,

is becoming essential. Renewable energy

as illustrated by the comparison of Africa,

production units can be backed by battery

Australia, and Europe in Figure 1.

storage to provide ancillary services to the local

In the case of Europe, LECs bring value to both

network, enabling the community to unburden

the consumers and the grid operators. In times

the local grid and benefit from alternative

when the energy market is extremely volatile

revenue streams.

Figure 1. Value of LECs for different geographies
Figure 1. Value of LECs for different geographies

SITUATION

Lack of existing elaborate grid
infrastructure
•
•

LEC VALUE

Avoids big network investments
Enables faster rollout to electrify
communities

Many remote locations still isolated
from gas and power connections
•
•
•
•

Avoids big investments and
maintenance (long overhead
lines not needed)
Enables going “green”
Gives access to cheaper power
Enables regional ownership

Densely populated area with an
elaborate grid infrastructure in place
•
•

Lowers energy bills
Avoids network congestion

Source: Arthur D. Little

Source: Arthur D. Little
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A closer look at the supplier partnership reveals
a double win, as it enables community customers
to stack value while benefiting from increasing

MAK ING COMMUNIT Y
MODEL THRIVE

customer loyalty (lower switch rates) and extra

Governments need to make their commitment

income streams by adding more services to the

toward the energy transition clear and explicit by

traditional portfolio. Additionally, in cases where

designing regulatory frameworks that support

the supplier owns the production assets of the

the development of LECs. In Europe, the revised

energy community, the excess production can be

Renewable Energy Directive (EU 2018/2001)

a welcome alternative to sourcing expensive

is setting new rules to strengthen the role of

energy on the market. One such example

renewables for self-consumers and renewable

benefitting from this setup during volatile and

energy communities. On the flip side, European

high energy prices is the cooperative Ecopower

regulation prevents grid operators from owning,

in Belgium (see sidebar “A local partnership

developing, or exploiting storage. Thus, incentives

approach in Belgium”).

and mechanisms should be put in place to drive
active investments further in those areas with

Independent of geography, markets with

high congestion, where storage and/or the energy

favorable flexibility market conditions are
more fruitful for LECs as these conditions also

community setup can relieve stress on the grid.

drive the viability of the business case in these

Despite lack of government support in some

communities.

cases, however, many transmission grid operators
have incentivized battery storage investments

A local partnership approach in Belgium

through adaption and by creating mechanisms

Ecopower is a Belgian cooperative that

energy markets. One among many use cases

produces and supplies green energy, which
has been gaining increasing traction over
the past decade, pushing sales by more
than 100% and doubling customers

that enable such assets to participate in the
in Australia is the pilot of United Energy, which
is aimed at reducing grid pressure in an area
characterized by soaring seasonal electricity
demand over summer due to a high number of

(see Figure A). The company focuses
primarily on local production and includes
consumers (who are also their investors) in
their decision-making process. Additionally,
by producing more energy compared to

private holiday homes (see sidebar “DSO-driven
battery initiatives in Victoria, Australia”).

DSO-driven battery initiatives

the demand of their supplier portfolio,

in Victoria, Australia

Ecopower has survived the current energy

Australian distributed system operator

crisis well, as it’s mostly self-sustaining
and only needs to go to market (with high
energy prices) for 15% of its energy needs.

Amount of cooperants

+22%

+25%
35.6

+100%

60.976

+60%
48.833

29.2

across East and Southeast Melbourne
and the Mornington Peninsula. Its Electric
Avenue program will install community

Figure
Ecopower
growth
Figure A.A.
Ecopower
growth
Sales (in million €)

(DSO) United Energy distributes energy

batteries to improve electricity reliability
and enable greater solar PV exports in local
areas where the low voltage distribution
network is constrained. The program helps
defer traditional network investments and

30.473
14.6

enables citizens to share solar power within
2010

2015

2020

2010

2015

2020

their communities.

Source: Arthur D. Little

Source: Arthur D. Little
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There are several factors for success in enabling
a transition to a community model, including:

Incentivizing LECs in Italy

1. Through community services, players should

Italy has established an incentive tariff for

support grid customers to take on this key

electricity shared in an LEC (defined as the

role in the transition. Traditional market

minimum in each hourly period) between

players like suppliers are well-positioned

the electricity produced by renewable

to take an active role in shaping the energy

energy sources and the electricity

communities of tomorrow. To gain customer

consumed by community members (see

confidence, market players must position

Table A). The tariff has a duration of

themselves as a partner and diversify their

20 years and amounts to about 110 €/MWh.

offerings beyond the commodity offering.

In addition, LECs are benefiting from

Example items might encompass leasing

reduced grid charges as a result of the

DER assets to customers to reduce their

avoided cost of energy distribution with

investment need and offering small-scale or

an amount of about 9 €/MWh. The LEC

community storage, including energy services

members can also benefit from a capped

to enable the stacking of value. In addition

Table A. Energy community incent

to suppliers, other nontraditional players
(e.g., construction companies, original
equipment manufacturers [OEMs]) can also

tax relief on the asset investments.
Table A. LEC incentives, Italy
ENERGY COMMUNITY INCENTIVES

benefit from providing community services

Time horizon for recognition
of financial incentives.

20 years

to consumers, increasing competition in this

Incentive tariff for electricity
shared in LEC.

110 €/MWh

Remuneration for avoided
electricity distribution.

9 €/MWh

Tax relief on LEC investments.

50%, with a max
amount up to 96k €

market.
2. Players should implement a new approach to
energy allocation and tariffs to unlock the
value potential of LECs. Grid operators can

Source: Arthur D. Little

take a central position in the market design
and facilitation of allocation and tariff models

3. Data is required for all interfaces — market,

that best support energy communities.

customer, and network — and optimization

Putting in place the right incentives for

relies on superior forecasting capabilities and

consumers (e.g., local grid fee reduction) to

real-time price signals. Digital metering allows

make investments that relieve the pressure on

for the availability of granular consumption,

the grid avoids expensive grid reinforcements.

injection, and voltage information. Together

Italy is a leading example in incentivizing

with the IoT of smart appliances, there is

LECs; the country has established multiple

Arthur D. Little
anSource:
abundance
of data. A data governance

economic benefits from electricity shared

structure must be put in place as a facilitation

within a community (see sidebar “Incentivizing

layer to enable access for all relevant

LECs in Italy”).

market players to the (right format of) data
and allow consumers to manage who has
access to data.
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TRANSLATING REQUIREMENTS
INTO REALIZABLE CONCEPTS

ARTHUR D. LIT TLE
HAS IDENTIFIED
FOUR ESSENTIAL
REQUIREMENTS TO
E N A B L E LECs T O
B R I N G T H E I R VA L U E
TO SOCIET Y

Arthur D. Little (ADL) has identified four essential
requirements to enable LECs to bring their value
to society, as described below.
1. Creating shared storage (batteries)
for communities
New, enabling technologies are driving the
increase and control of DERs. Together with
the introduction of smart meters, battery
storage is also seen as a key pillar for LECs to

-

Residential and commercial customer
value. Benefit on electricity bill for customers
that can use “storage service” (i.e., share

be (economically) viable. Batteries are extremely

of a battery) as an alternative to a single

versatile in terms of available use cases, and

BTM battery. Financial benefits come from

they can theoretically change the application

optimizing network charges and increasing

instantaneously. This opens the opportunity for

PV self-consumption (i.e., retail tariff price

multiuse applications — or stacking of value (i.e.,
seeking and valorizing multiple revenue streams
from the battery). While the detailed use cases
for value or revenue stacking will depend on
country specifics and regulations, they can
be summarized in three broad categories:

-

Merchant value. Financial benefit from

arbitrage).
To test the setup of community batteries and
value stream realization, Ausgrid (Australian
TSO) has created a pilot to develop and operate
community batteries in the Sydney region
(see “Ausgrid case study” below).

arbitrage trading, energy derivatives, or
participation in balancing markets.

-

Network value. Benefit from providing
network support, mainly through participation
to ancillary services, to distribution or
transmission network service providers or
market operators. The lines between merchant
and network value are blurred and depend
on market design (e.g., voltage, overload, or
frequency services).

THE RISE OF THE ENERGY COMMUNITY & ITS LIFELINE TO THE BATTERY
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Ausgrid case study — Pushing the boundaries for community batteries in a transforming market
1. Ausgrid installs and operates the community

Ausgrid, the largest grid operator in the
metropolitan area around Sydney, New South

batteries and uses them for network support

Wales, builds and operates community batteries.

(overload and voltage).

As part of the 2019-24 Regulatory Reset, Ausgrid
secured AUS $42 million in innovation funding
in a shared innovative governance model with
customer advocates. After demonstrating a
positive benefit-to-cost ratio with an external
feasibility study and confirming demand for
storage as a service with customer research,
the project progressed well with the first units
already on the ground.
This trial is the first in the National Electricity
Market (NEM, a vertically disintegrated energy
market) to combine the three use cases of
customer, network, and merchant value into one
asset. The pursued model relies on a regulatory
sandbox arrangement because this commercial
model is not possible in the current regulatory
environment.
The trial sits at the intersection of market design
and settlement, tariffs, and electricity metering,
and has been broken into three phases to reduce

2. The customer use case is enabled via an
arrangement with a customer partner that
tracks participants’ net exports/imports
and calculates monthly benefits based on
participants’ individual electricity retail tariff
information.
3. The market revenue is captured in an
arrangement with a market partner that pays
to get access to battery capacity, subject to
an innovative tariff with certain limitations.
Assessing the operation and value of the
batteries is a key objective of the trial.
With wider regulatory reform underway in NEM
and changing roles in a more decentralized and
renewable energy system, Ausgrid is pursuing
community batteries as part of its distribution
system operator vision to dynamically manage
network capacity and enable efficient DER
integration.

complexity. Use cases are gradually integrated
across the three main phases of the trial
(see Figure B):

Figure B. Ausgrid community battery roadmap
Figure B. Ausgrid community battery roadmap
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Network support established

Contracted capacity access with payment
arrangement

Refinement &
integrated
optimization

Simulated battery storage solution for customers (“local settlement”)

Network support operation (Ausgrid)
Solar PV customer operation (customer partner)
Market revenue operation (market partner)

Source: Arthur D. Little

Source: Arthur D. Little
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Looking at the global stage, we find a handful of

consumed energy equals the produced energy.

markets that have been pursuing the concept

To stay relevant in the market and to increase

of shared storage. Some more noteworthy ones

earnings, existing suppliers should add more

include Australia, India, Germany, the UK, and

services to the traditional offering, organizing

the US (see Figure 2).

themselves as a one-stop shop and unburdening
the communities through a complete offering,

2. Offer win-win partnership models
Prosumers (energy consumers who also produce

both on the activity side and the regulatory
requirement side.

energy) traditionally receive a significantly lower

Even these efforts may not be sufficient to

price for their excess energy than the market

successfully compete, as the needed market

price. This creates an incentive for prosumers to

knowledge could also be offered by new,

exchange energy within their community, since

nontraditional players. For example, construction

they have the opportunity to play on the spread

companies can install and lease storage assets

between the price for the injected energy versus

when building new communities, electric mobility

the price of the energy the grid consumes. As a

providers have the opportunity to provide

result, communities can become significantly

aggregation services, and OEMs are increasingly

less dependent on their suppliers.

exploring opportunities to bundle the loads

However, setting up and operating an LEC has
more complex requirements than a regular
consumer. Energy exchange and contracts
within the community must be managed and
the use, storage, and trading of energy at times
of shortage/excess must be optimized for
full benefit. Trading with the grids also brings
with it a balancing responsibility for these
communities, which must ensure that the

of their (smart home) appliances. Therefore,
it will be important for suppliers to create a
partnership with the communities, where a
win-win situation is created by optimizing the
stacking of value for the community (see Figure
3). In return, suppliers could take a percentage of
the realized value while also increasing customer
loyalty and thus maximizing customer lifetime
value.

Figure 2. Community battery initiatives
Figure 2. Community battery initiatives
Nottingham battery project

Strombank

Europe's largest community battery.
Solar PVs are being installed on site,
along with communal battery, heat
stores, and ground source heat
pumps. Residents have option of
joining unique community energy
company.

Research project in Mannheim, where
participants obtain a specific share
of storage capacity of battery and
could deposit and withdraw
electricity within their share, with
the possibility to trade excessive
electricity within community.

Colorado project

Nexcharge project

Community battery, allowing users
to purchase a share of the battery
system’s output to directly reduce
demand charges on monthly electric
bills.

India’s first community battery,
installed on distribution grid.
Provides stability and reliability to
hospitals, commercial complexes,
and residents.

Hollow community

Western PowerBank

Solar + storage farm based on
community model in Massachusetts,
where project subscribers can save
up to 10% on energy bills.

Australia’s leading battery
community provider (active in
3 regions and 12 batteries) integrates
bulk solar battery storage into the
existing grid, while also providing
customers with option to virtually
store excess rooftop solar energy.

Source: Arthur D. Little

Source: Arthur D. Little
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Figure 3. Supplier partnership model

Figure 3. Supplier partnership model

Supplier as one-stop shop

Supplier as partner

Assets

Assets &
services

One-time

Periodically

Services
Periodically

Supplier

Money

OFFERING

% of value
(+ money)

Community

Community

Supplier

Sells traditional services (supply contract, boiler maintenance, etc.).
Sells new services (balancing responsibility, trading of energy, etc.).
Sells assets (DER, incl. battery storage)

CONSIDERATIONS

•
•

PAYMENT METHOD

•
•

Leases assets (DER, incl. battery storage)

Long-term investment lies with community (investment
barrier).
Maintenance is responsibility of community (by party of
consumer’s choosing).

•
•
•

Long-term investment lies with supplier.
Supplier responsible for maintenance.
Through long-term contracts, supplier takes key role for
community, creating potential win-win situation.

Traditional services and new services billed monthly.
Assets billed one time when bought.

•
•

Traditional services billed monthly.
Leased assets and new services can be billed monthly and/or
billed as percentage of value created.

Source: Arthur D. Little

Source: Arthur D. Little

Small-scale batteries are an important enabler

Having these insights on a local level is key for

to realize customer value in energy communities.

both end customers and commercial players

There are, however, some key barriers for

to step into the LEC market. As an example, an

end-consumer investment in shared storage,

IRR between 10%-12% and PP of 8-10 years was

including:

determined for a configuration consisting of

-

Reluctance to take on merchant risk due
to policy uncertainty, increasing storage
pipelines facing risk of “shallow markets”

-

3. Design allocation process for complexity

(where value is limited).

The traditional allocation process must be

The need for value stacking to get a positive

reformed, so consumers can play in this market

business case with cost of storage remaining
high.

-

six buildings and 50 access points.

Structural complexity from bespoke fit-forpurpose arrangements with multiple parties
requiring close IT integration.

and handle more complex use cases, such as
exchanging energy within a community. In
short, the excess energy that someone in the
community produces should first be allocated
to the members of that community (see Figure 4).
On the one hand, when at any given time the total

The delivery of these shared distribution-level

demanded energy of the community is greater

batteries could theoretically occur in different

than the total energy injected by the community,

commercial models, with varying degrees of

the energy from the traditional supplier must

services provided by DSOs versus a competitive

equal the total of the energy demanded by the

market. The ownership of these batteries can lie

members minus the supply already generated

in different hands, depending on the commercial

in the community. On the other hand, when at

model considered.

any given time the total energy demand of the

To determine the IRR and payback period (PP)
for LEC configurations, ADL has constructed

community is lower than the energy produced,
the community will be a net exporter.

a financial model that takes into account key
parameters, such as (self-)consumption, storage
and production curves, asset investment
expenditures, available incentives, and so on.

THE RISE OF THE ENERGY COMMUNITY & ITS LIFELINE TO THE BATTERY
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Figure 4. Community
electricity electricity
allocation
Figure
4. Community
allocation
LEC

Market price paid:
0.40 €/kWh
Price received for
injection: 0.10 €/kWh

Charged fee within
energy community:
0.15 €/kWh

Production

HOUSEHOLD 1

HOUSEHOLD 2

1,500 kWh

2,100 kWh

Consumption

3,000 kWh

Total

-1,500 kWh

1,500 kWh
+600 kWh

LEC

Today’s monetary
situation

Paid 600 € to regular supplier

Received 60 € from regular supplier

Monetary situation
with LECs

Paid 90 € to Household 2
Paid 360 € to regular supplier

Received 90 € from Household 1

LEC

LEC

Source:
D. Little
Little
Source:Arthur
Arthur D.

The setup of this market model is key to making

parties can jointly discuss, make decisions, and

energy communities profitable and can be

implement these use cases together. In the

enabled by including allocation mechanisms

Netherlands, DSOs and TSOs jointly founded

based on community participants’ digital meter

MFFBAS to steer energy data governance on a

registers. Moreover, when prosumers want to

national level between all market actors (see

offer their excess energy to the market (at a

sidebar “Netherlands energy market governance

fee), there is a balancing responsibility required.

framework enables energy transition”).

Typically, a regular supplier will still handle these
responsibilities. Grid operators also should be
allowed to reward LECs, as they are helping to
unburden the grid and prevent grid reinforcement

Netherlands energy market governance
framework enables energy transition

by optimizing energy supply and demand locally.

The Netherlands has created a Market

4. Governance framework should create

stakeholders to participate in a joint

Facilitating Forum (MFF) for energy market

access to needed data & formats

discussion and decision-making construct

To allow consumers to create further value

tomorrow. MFF steers the prioritization of

through extra grid services offerings, data
exchange between traditional and new market
parties on the lower levels of the grid must be
facilitated. (Europe puts this responsibility on
the system operator[s].) This data needs to be
granular and available in a timely manner so
consumers can offer value-added services. To
successfully identify, develop, and facilitate
relevant cross-sectoral market use cases, data
governance is required where all concerned
THE RISE OF THE ENERGY COMMUNITY & ITS LIFELINE TO THE BATTERY

to shape the energy-data use cases of
data use cases, unlocks new data objects
and services, and creates transparency
for end consumers in the use of data. The
Administrator Appointments System was
founded to support the elaboration and
implementation of MFF’s use cases and
operations. Stakeholders are included
throughout the process to ensure the right
expertise and commitment in the process.
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CONCLUSION

K E Y TA K E AWAYS
U N D E R S TA N D I N G W H E R E A N D H O W T O P L AY
IS CRITICAL TO GAIN A UNIQUE POSITION

The LEC is a key enabler in realizing the energy transition from an economic
perspective, while also helping with major challenges like local congestion.
To succeed will require effort, investments, and collaboration across the
utility value chain. Understanding where and how to play is critical to
gain a unique position in helping shape this new market and valorize the
opportunities:

-

Consumers increasingly are looking for stable and affordable energy

-

The LEC model is an emerging enabler for the ambition of end

-

Different market characteristics will lead to different feasibility

bills and opportunities to valorize investment made in DERs.

consumers.

potential of LECs, with those markets with mature energy flexibility
being fruitful grounds for large-scale rollouts.

-

To enable the LEC model, the battery asset and a range of traditional and
nontraditional market players have vital roles. A timely analysis on how
best to play is essential to stay relevant and compete.

-

The traditional supplier is well-positioned to take a key role to support
the consumer. However, a one-stop shop — or preferably a partnership
with the consumer — will be needed to cover all the needs an LEC brings
and to move toward a win-win situation in which the extra value the grid
services provides becomes a shared realization of consumer and supplier.

-

Both regulators and grid operators need to put new market and incentive
mechanisms in place. The main building blocks required include revising
grid fee pricing, enabling network-owned DER investments, and creating
an allocation model of the energy balance for communities.

-

To develop use cases in which consumers can create value by offering
grid services, concerned stakeholders must jointly decide how to
realize the needed data governance constructs that support the
implementation of these use cases.

THE RISE OF THE ENERGY COMMUNITY & ITS LIFELINE TO THE BATTERY
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